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"Leon, a- are you alright?'

"Leon!"

Iris, Cynthia, and the others were stunned when they saw that Leon was injured; they desperately wanted to hurry over to check

on Leon, only to be stopped by Yuri.

"Miss Young, it's too dangerous there. You can't go!" Yuri said.

He stayed back with Iris and the others, and with the protection of John, Henry, and Chandler, they were safe for the time being.

Meanwhile, three of the Six Guardians stayed behind with a few martial artists from the Hiltons to protect Rodney and Joel.

If Iris, Cynthia, and the others ran into the battlefield, they would become the target for Rodney and Yuri refused to let that

happen.

"But," The four women hesitated.

They all knew that they were too weak to be of any help, but Leon seemed to suffer severe injuries and they were all worried sick

for him.

"Iris, don't come over! I'm fine. Don't worry!" Leon consoled them and struggled to stand up with a hand on his chest. Though he

was injured, he was also sent out of the Four Beasts Formation and had a chance to pause and think.

He immediately took out two Circulation pills and Spirit Nurturing Pills and swallowed them.

He executed the Phantom Steps multiple times earlier when he was trapped in the Four Beasts Formation and the Spirit

Nurturing Pills could help recover the lost spiritual energy, while the Circulation Pills could help with his injuries.

Instantly, the unbearable pain subsided.

"I'm surprised that you didn't die right away. Looks like your defensive tool is extremely powerful! However, that won't matter

because we have torn through your defense. You'll die soon!" The Grand Apostle said.

He thought that the attack was powerful enough to kill Leon right away, and was surprised that Leon merely suffered mild internal

injuries.

He knew about the defensive tool Leon had on his chest and that it was in the Almighty State, so he instantly concluded that

Leon only survived because of it or his body would have been shattered entirely under the Four Apostles' combined attack.

Tools and treasures often had a limit and could not be used over three times at a certain time, so they assumed that Leon ran out

of time and without the defensive tool, Leon could be easily defeated and the Grand Apostle was confident that they could kill

Leon on the next attack.

"Resume the formation!" The Grand Apostle commanded.

The Four Apostles immediately surrounded Leon once again to launch their next attack.
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